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Decision to 
Switch 

(OT  AT)

Tool Attribute 
Difference (AT vs. OT)

ΔVisibility (+)

ΔPersistence (+)

ΔEditability (+)

ΔAssociation (+)

We translate the conceptual model into an agent-
based model that estimates the stickiness of an on-
going task and the attractiveness of an alternative 
task to derive the “choice probability (Wickens et al 
2013)” Pr(i, m, n)t+1 that individual i switches from 
ongoing task m to alternative task n at time t+1.

Stickiness of member i’s current task m at time t
(ST(i,m)t):

Xi: Vector of individual i’s attributes (e.g. 
polychronicity)

Ym: Vector of attributes of current task m (e.g. 
difficulty)

Zm: Vector of attributes of tool(s) used in m (e.g. 
viability)

gm: 1 if non-individual task, 0 otherwise

Xnetwork,t: Vector of network characteristics at the 
individual, dyad, and team levels involving 
individual i in team m

Attractiveness of member i’s alternative task n at 
time t (AT(i,n)t):

gn: 1 if n is non-individual task, 0 otherwise

Xi, Ym, Zm are defined the same way as in 
stickiness

E[ u(Nn)t ]: Expected utility of collaborating with 
members in task n.

Project RED: Distributed Multiteam System (MTS) 
task management experiment where
12 people (4 in HERA and 8 at NU) work together on 
tasks to develop a water well that can support future 
colonies on Mars.

Apply
genetic algorithm 
(“Behavior Search”)
to experimental
data from 
Project RED to 
validate ABM 
parameters.

Individual Attributes

Polychronicity (+)

Cognitive Ability (+)

Conscientiousness (-)

Extraversion (+)

Agreeableness (+)

Collectivism (+)

Self-Monitoring (+)

Agentic Values (+)

Communal Values (+)

Task Attribute 
Difference (AT vs. OT)

ΔDifficulty (-)

ΔInterest (+)

ΔPriority (+)

ΔSalience (+)

ΔInterdependence (-)

ΔInterdependence*
ΔDifficulty (-)
ΔInterest*

ΔDifficulty (+) 

Team Network Attribute Difference (AT vs. OT)

ΔEgo - Team Member 
Reciprocity (+)

ΔEgo -Team Member 
Attribute Similarity (+)

ΔStructural Cohesion / 
Clustering (+)

Individual Position 
Difference (AT vs. OT)

ΔTeam Members’ 
Network Centrality (+)

ΔEgo’s
Network Centrality (+)

Dyad-Level 
Difference (AT vs. OT)

ΔAffect (+)

ΔCoordination (+)

ΔShared Cognition (+)

Team-Level 
Difference (AT vs. OT)

Factors that Determine Stickiness & Attractiveness Conduct virtual experiments based on parameter 
estimates to evaluate aggregate task switching 
behavior under various scenarios (i.e. initial 
conditions).

Purpose: Interviews with astronauts suggest 
performance decrements can occur when individuals 
transition between independent and interdependent 
work. 

The smoothness of task transitions are determined by 
the relative "stickiness” of the current, on-going task 
(OT), and the "attractiveness" of the next alternative 
task (AT).

We explore the relative importance of (a) individual, (b) 
team, (c) task, and (d) technology factors in 
determining the stickiness and attractiveness of a task.

Virtual Experiments

Task Switching 
Frequency 
Distribution

Ratio of Lateral 
vs. Horizontal 

Switches

Ratio of Upward 
vs. Downward 

Switches

Task Switching 
Sequences

Aggregate Task Switching Behavior
Individual Attributes 

Distributions
(e.g. Polychronicity)

Team Attribute 
Distributions 

(e.g. Network Density, 
Affect)

Task Attribute 
Distributions

(e.g. Interdependence)

Tool Attribute 
Distributions

(e.g. Visibility)

Independent Variables
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